Over the past ten years, big rises in commodity prices led to a boom in metal crime in the UK, which was followed by a bust. Research by Tom Kirchmaier, Stephen Machin, Matteo Sandi and Robert Witt shows that a combination of policing and policy change played a key role in reducing metal theft.

In many historical episodes, the extent of criminal activity has displayed booms and busts. One very clear example is the case of metal crime, where in the face of big increases in value driven by world commodity prices, the incidence of metal thefts in the UK (and elsewhere) rose very sharply in the 2000s. Early in the current decade, metal thefts fell dramatically again.

Our research studies the roles of prices, policing and policy in explaining these crime dynamics. The evidence indicates that each played a significant part in shaping the boom and bust in metal crime. Its initial rapid rise into a crime boom was driven by big rises in commodity prices. The subsequent police intervention and a change in government policy explain the subsequent crime ‘bust’.

**Metal theft**

Big increases in commodity prices, in particular in the prices of metals, occurred worldwide in the 2000s. This substantively increased metal values and, as a result, there was a spectacular increase in metal crimes in many places. But as with other (crime) booms, a bust followed, at least in the context of the UK: metal theft has fallen very rapidly since near the beginning of the current decade.

Figure 1 shows data from the British Transport Police, which record metal theft peaking twice in 2008, and then again in 2010 and 2011. It then fell following Operation Tornado, a police operation launched in 2012, and fell once more after the Scrap Metal Dealers Act of 2013.
The 2013 Scrap Metal Dealers Act made it more difficult for potential metal criminals to sell what they steal.
Act – which forbade cash transactions and required the seller to provide formal identification – were indeed responsible for the strong reduction in metal theft by comparing the observed levels with our prediction of expected levels in the absence of both initiatives – see Figure 3.

Finally, we show that the turnover of scrap metal dealers in England and Wales fell by around 17% between 2014 and 2015. Turnover per employee of scrap metal dealers also fell by an estimated 15%, which suggests that the drop in turnover is not explained by disproportionate rates of dismissal of employees by the scrap metal dealers.

Most importantly, the EBITDA margin, as depicted in Figure 4, also fell considerably. This is likely to have been the result of the reduced scope for potential metal criminals to sell what they have stolen to scrap metal dealers, and by association reflects the diluted economic returns of metal crime under the new regime.

Conclusions
The pattern of UK metal crime over the past ten years is probably one of the more extreme cases of a crime boom and bust for which there is evidence. But the basic notion of crime dynamics embodied in the boom and bust is a broader one that applies to other crimes.

Our study shows that while policing is clearly very important in reducing crime, it cannot solve all problems by itself. Some contributing factors are clearly outside the control of the police, including, in this case, the world market price for scrap metal. In addition, legislation is needed to suppress crime levels.

Metal prices are strong drivers of metal crime
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